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History and Memory in Neoliberal Chile:

Patricio Guzmán’s Obstinate Memory and

The Battle of Chile

Thomas Miller Klubock

Obstinate Memory, directed by Patricio Guzmán. In Spanish with English subtitles.
First Run/Icarus Films, 1997.

The Battle of Chile: The Insurrection of the Bourgeoisie, directed by Patricio
Guzmán. In Spanish with English subtitles. First Run/Icarus Films, 1975.

The Battle of Chile: The Coup d’Etat, directed by Patricio Guzmán. In Spanish with
English subtitles. First Run/Icarus Films, 1976.

The Battle of Chile: The Power of the People, directed by Patricio Guzmán. 
In Spanish with English subtitles. First Run/Icarus Films, 1978.

In 1973, September 11 also fell on a Tuesday and, in Santiago de Chile, produced
a tragic act of international terrorism. The Chilean military, with support from the
U.S. government, brought down the democratically elected socialist Unidad Popu-
lar (Popular Unity, UP) government of Salvador Allende (1970–73) and initiated one
of Latin America’s longest and bloodiest dictatorships. In another striking coinci-
dence, the terrorism of September 11, 1973, involved planes; fighter jets belonging
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to the Chilean air force bombarded the presidential palace (La Moneda), leaving this
symbol of Chilean democracy in flames.

Extraordinary scenes of the assault on La Moneda open Patricio Guzmán’s
recent documentary, Memoria obstinada (Obstinate memory, 1997), as they began
his award-winning three-part documentary of the Allende years, La batalla de Chile
(The battle of Chile, 1975, 1976, 1978). Memoria obstinada then jumps to the pres-
ent, as Guzmán and his crew go on a tour of the presidential palace in the mid-1990s.
Included with the crew is a former member of Allende’s presidential guard, who
recounts his experiences of the 1973 coup, including being shot in the attack on the
presidential palace and imprisoned in a concentration camp. Subsequently, a num-
ber of the other members of the guard who survived the coup look at photos of the
attack on La Moneda and identify the fate of their comrades who appear in the
images held at gunpoint by soldiers: most are dead or disappeared.

During first the Pinochet dictatorship (1973–90) and then the governments
of the center-left Concertación de los Partidos por la Democracia (Coalition of Par-
ties for Democracy, 1990–present), which includes Allende’s Socialist Party, La
batalla de Chile was not shown in Chile. Even after the lifting of military censorship
during the transition to democracy, Guzmán could not find a distributor willing to
show his films. In Memoria obstinada, Guzmán returns to the country after years of
exile to show his film to groups of students and to interview people who had partic-
ipated in making La batalla de Chile or who had appeared in the footage of the rev-
olutionary process. The censoring of La batalla de Chile stands in for the problem of
memory and repression. After almost two decades of military rule, how do the par-
ticipants in the making of the documentary remember the events it documented?
What is the relationship between contemporary recollections of events and the doc-
umentary images in La batalla de Chile, between memory and history? How, in a
context in which both the military and the democratic opposition seem to have col-
luded in producing amnesia as a condition for democratization, does memory remain
obstinate? Or, does it? Is the claim to history asserted by personal memory a condi-
tion for producing change in the present? How can a generation born and raised
under military rule remember and record the Chilean road to socialism, as Allende
called it, and the devastating state terrorism of the military regime?

In Memoria obstinada, Guzmán explores these questions through interviews
that focus on individual memories. He talks to the member of Allende’s guard about
his experiences during and after September 11, recalls his own detention in Chile’s
Estadio Nacional (National Stadium), and interviews friends and family members of
La batalla de Chile’s cinematographer, Jorge Müller Silva, who with his compañera,
Carmen Bueno Cifuentes, remains among the thousands disappeared by the
Pinochet regime. A fellow filmmaker makes the important point that Müller Silva’s
disappearance was strategically aimed at producing terror among the circles of peo-
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ple who worked in film and, more broadly, the media. Guzmán also interviews an
uncle who helped him to smuggle the reels of film that would later become La
batalla de Chile out of the country. After traveling through Denmark and France, the
footage was finally made into the three documentaries in Cuba during the mid-
1970s. La batalla de Chile and its makers represent, then, the fate of Chileans who
suffered detention, torture, execution, and exile after September 11. The film’s focus
on the subjective individual experiences of the makers and protagonists of the La
batalla de Chile produces a mood of nostalgia, loss, and melancholy, underscored by
the film’s musical motif, the opening movement of Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata.

Guzmán also interviews high school students to whom he has shown the
three-part documentary. As a sign of the times, Guzmán received almost all rejec-
tions when he wrote to forty high schools in Santiago asking for permission to show
his earlier work and then interview the students. School administrators said “that it
would be negative, that it was necessary not to reopen old wounds, and that, more
over, we weren’t modern at all.”1 The interviews with students provide a stunning
portrait of the problem of memory for a generation born after 1973 and living in a
political context defined by a consensus between the military, its allies in the right-
wing parties, and the concertación about the need to subordinate the demands for
truth and justice to the imperatives of consolidating a new institutional order and
maintaining the free market economic model inherited from the dictatorship. Some
students, after viewing the film, ventriloquize pro-Pinochet arguments about the
Chilean military’s surgical efficiency in extirpating Marxism and saving the nation
from communism: human rights abuses were limited in Chile, compared to other
Latin American countries, and the Chilean armed forces initiated the first step in
bringing down the Soviet Union in the global cold war. Others argue that radicalized
workers and peasants provoked the violence: “Why did they occupy factories?” In
response, one student argues that the UP’s “ideals were good, but utopian.” Another,
referring to the military regime’s much-vaunted “economic miracle,” contends that
“economic progress doesn’t justify killing.” Finally, at the end of the film, a group of
young people who are relatives of victims of the Pinochet dictatorship find them-
selves moved to tears and rage after seeing La batalla de Chile and defend their par-
ents’ generation’s revolutionary ideals.

Perhaps one of the most affecting interviews in Memoria obstinada is with a
woman who, Guzmán is told in other interviews, appears in footage of a pro-Allende
demonstration in La batalla de Chile. Guzmán shows her the images of the demon-
stration and asks for her memories, but she will only say that she doesn’t believe that
she is the woman in the demonstration, stating: “Maybe, I can’t be sure. I have my
doubts. That photo is very old.” Finally, Guzmán asks about her experience of the
coup, and she names five members of her family who were disappeared: her hus-
band, son, brother, sister-in-law, and nephew. In this one scene, Memoria obstinada
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communicates the terrible tragedy of September 11, 1973, the fate of those who par-
ticipated in the making of the film and in the making of the revolution, and the prob-
lems of history, memory, and trauma. What is history here? How does it relate to
subjective memory? What role can the documentary play in bringing history and
memory together and overcoming trauma in the present?

Recent debates within the discipline of Latin American studies about testi-
monial literature have questioned the value of oral history, ethnography, and testi-
monial witnessing to history. Critics have argued that testimonials, like oral histories,
do not provide unmediated or direct access to experience, that they cannot be read
positivistically as transparent windows onto past experience. But does this mean they
are useless to history?2 The interview cited above illuminates the problems of mem-
ory and oral testimony, as well as the complicated relationship between the inter-
viewer and the person whose memories are being interrogated. But it also demon-
strates that even memory’s gaps, distortions, and mistakes may prove as meaningful
as “objective accounts,” and that it directs historians toward unexplored areas. As
Dominick LaCapra suggests in his work on history, memory, and the Shoah, while
history is not memory, neither are the two starkly opposed. While memory guides
history to issues of critical importance for the present, history critically engages per-
sonal memory to establish the conditions for collective forms of recollection and sol-
idaristic action.3

The device of recovering memory and overcoming the censorship of the
experience of Chile’s socialist experiment by showing La batalla de Chile to the peo-
ple he interviews, raises the important question of the relationship between memory,
trauma, and history. More than a straightforward testimonial or witnessing, Memoria
obstinada employs Guzmán’s earlier documentary as a history that can help free
memory from repression, both political and internal, produced by the trauma of the
1973 coup. Yet while Memoria obstinada seeks to resuscitate memories of Chile’s
socialist experiment, it does not situate this memory in relation to contemporary
realities or debates. Both former UP militants and high school students locate mem-
ories of the Allende years in a distant past disconnected from the present. In the case
of those who lived the revolutionary process, memory becomes nostalgia, and for the
students, the past, although important, seems closed and inaccessible.

Memoria obstinada leaves us with an acute sense of the shattered lives and
the trauma of those who lived through the Allende years and survived the military
dictatorship. It also evokes the isolation of memory in contemporary free market
Chile, where the past is viewed as an obstacle to Chile’s “miraculous” movement out
of the Third World toward modernity. Former UP militants describe Chile’s social-
ist period as “a dream” and “a ship of fools,” implicitly echoing the charge of imprac-
ticality or lack of realism frequently launched at contemporary critics of the neolib-
eral model, as well as at those who worked to build a socialist society during the
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1960s and 1970s. The students also talk about the UP as “utopian.” But what is per-
haps even more significant is that these students feel compelled to defend those who
suffered repression because of their support for the UP by arguing for the individ-
ual’s right to personal beliefs: “Everyone has to fight for his own beliefs”; or, “it’s
legitimate to dream, it’s legitimate to fight for your personal dream.” Despite
Guzmán’s own view that “the free market is worthless” and that “the economic suc-
cess that is so often spoken of is very doubtful,” no one interviewed in the film
defends the UP’s socialist project, critiques the military and concertación govern-
ments’ neoliberal policies, or confronts contemporary political problems—such as
the trials of military officers for human rights violations or the political system
designed by the dictatorship, which contains institutional limits on democratic rep-
resentation and governance.4 The film’s powerful evocation of personal tragedy and
loss produces a sense of memory that is restricted to the individual and defined by
nostalgia, rather than a form of collective memory engaged with current political
questions. One wonders: is this a sign of the hegemony of free market ideology and
political consensus in 1990s Chile or a sign that the filmmaker is no longer interested
in the questions that animated La batalla de Chile?

This points to a central difference between La batalla de Chile and Memo-
ria obstinada. While the former took as its subjects the social groups and movements
central to the revolutionary process of the UP years, the latter focuses on individuals
and their subjective experiences. Guzmán describes the difference between the two
films in this way: “The first one is cinema verité. It was an unrepeatable social expe-
rience. The second is a more personal film about remembering.”5 In part, this may
reflect profound socioeconomic and political changes wrought by the dictatorship.
Deindustrialization decimated the urban working-class protagonist of the early
1970s. The development of commercial export agriculture displaced rural workers
and peasants and undermined the radicalized peasant movement. And repression
destroyed the rural and urban labor movements and their left-wing allies. In the
1990s, it would be difficult to find heroic or even clearly defined social subjects for
a documentary. The shift in focus from collective identities and social classes to indi-
viduals reflects the atomization and dispersion of social life in free market, post-coup
Chile.

Memoria obstinada raises the question of how personal memory might be
made public and collective. As sociologist Maurice Halbwachs argues, memory takes
place through language and socially constructed symbolic systems and conventions.6

La batalla de Chile and Memoria obstinada highlight both the historical difference
between the periods when the films were made and the importance of language and
social traditions to memory. The narrator of La batalla de Chile speaks an ideologi-
cal language infused with the debates of the era in which the actors are “the bour-
geoisie,” “the peasantry,” “the working class,” and “imperialism.” The individuals
interviewed by Guzmán are participants in demonstrations, strikes, land seizures,
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and political meetings, and they use a language shaped by the ideological vocabulary
of the era as they condemn “the reactionaries” or proudly assert their faith in the
“worker’s government.” In Memoria obstinada, however, those interviewed speak a
language free of political concerns or ideological lexicon as they recuperate painful
personal memories or respond to first-time viewings of La batalla de Chile. In part,
this shift represents the changes produced by the dictatorship and the success of
Pinochet’s efforts to stamp out the Chilean left and depoliticize social life, as well as
the obvious differences between the radical early 1970s and the post–cold war 1990s.
But too, the change in language reflects the film’s focus on individual memory, free
of the political vocabulary that might reorient memory collectively to engage the
present.

A number of writers have argued that collective memory is rooted in space,
tied to markers, icons, memorials, and places.7 In La batalla de Chile, the camera
focuses on rural estates occupied by peasants, worker-run factories, the presidential
palace, the congress, the streets, plazas, the squatter settlements of Santiago, in
short, the public sites of the revolution.8 In contrast, the spaces of Memoria obsti-
nada are the interiors of homes or high schools, places with no social context or loca-
tion in the city. What neighborhoods are they in? Which high schools are they? What
social classes do those interviewed belong to? Does social class influence the way
they remember the Allende years? Do men and women remember differently?9

Perhaps one of the major successes of the Pinochet dictatorship was to fragment the
collective identities and movements of the 1960s and early 1970s by imposing a com-
bination of state terror and neoliberal “shock therapy.” In this context, memory and
mourning, like most of social life, were driven indoors and out of public sight. The
kinds of remembering portrayed in Memoria obstinada are personal, taking place in
closed spaces. The film produces a sense of places of public memory—the political
party, the union hall, the factory, the plaza and street—closed down in 1990s Chile.

Memoria obstinada represents the difficulty of keeping memory obstinate in
neoliberal Chile. Yet the film ignores the political struggles that have sought to recu-
perate the history of the UP and challenge the Pinochet dictatorship’s legacy of free
market amnesia. Beginning in the mid-1970s, human rights groups, most notably the
Agrupación de Familiares de los Detenidos-Desaparecidos (Organization of Rela-
tives of the Disappeared), the Agrupación de Familiares de Ejecutados Políticos
(Organization of Relatives of the Executed), and the Comité en Defensa del Pueblo
(Committee in Defense of the People), among many others (including the labor
movement, grassroots organizations of the urban poor, women, and leftist parties),
fought to protect the human rights of Chilean citizens, to hold the regime account-
able for its terror, and to locate those who disappeared behind an institutional wall of
secrecy upheld by the dictatorship and its allies in the judiciary and the Chilean
right-wing parties. Through the 1990s and until today, these groups, and more mili-
tant groups like Acción, Verdad, y Justica (H.I.J.O.S.—Chile) and the FUNA, have
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made memory a political and public process by organizing protests, publicly unmask-
ing human rights violators living in impunity, and initiating numerous judicial
processes and investigations that have led to the discovery of clandestine mass graves
and the trials of a significant number of military officers in recent years. Human
rights organizations have also been successful in building “memory places,” like
museums at the sites of former torture centers and monuments to the dead and dis-
appeared.10 Strikingly, Memoria obstinada does not include these groups and their
struggles to bring members of the military dictatorship to justice or to contest vari-
ous forms of “official” memory and history.

Chilean historians have also worked to make memory public. In 1999, while
under arrest in London on an international warrant, Pinochet published a “Carta a
los Chilenos” (Letter to Chileans), in which he put forward a rendition of the history
of the 1960s and 1970s that consecrated the military’s historic role in rescuing the
nation from civil war and communism. Pinochet’s letter was then endorsed and
translated into more professional historiographical language by prize-winning his-
torian Gonzalo Vial in the Santiago daily, La segunda. In response, a number of
Chile’s most important historians, some of whom had suffered at the hands of the
dictatorship or who had lived years in exile, wrote a manifesto in which they pro-
vided a history of modern Chile which explored the historical causes of the 1973
coup and revealed the distortions, deceptions, and ethical bankruptcy of Pinochet’s
“Letter.” The Manifiesto, published as a small pamphlet, is available in bookstores all
over Chile and provides, with museums and memorials, another place where mem-
ory meets history.11 In 2000, a number of academic institutions and nongovernmen-
tal organizations (NGOs) held an interdisciplinary conference on “Memory for a
New Century” in Santiago and published the presentations in an edited volume.
Essays covered a wide terrain, including the psychology of memory, indigenous
Mapuche forms of memory, and social movements, the struggles of social groups like
the urban poor and women to build memory through collective action, and the role
of popular poetry, music, and art in producing forms of memory engaged with con-
temporary political problems.12

It may be that it is in the encounters of history and memory produced in the
activities of human rights organizations and historians committed to making history
relevant to memory, and vice versa, that the individual melancholy evoked by Memo-
ria obstinada can become collective mourning, a working-through in the present, to
produce change in the future. Walter Benjamin wrote in his “Theses on the Philos-
ophy of History” that “to articulate the past historically does not mean to recognize
‘the way it really was.’ It means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment
of danger.” In Chile today, the danger is that the uncontested commitment to neolib-
eral reforms may lead to a repression of the memory of both the Pinochet’s regime’s
terrorism and the hope inspired by the socialist political project of the 1960s. As
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Benjamin put it presciently: “Only that historian will have a gift of fanning the spark
of hope in the past who is firmly convinced that even the dead will not be safe from
the enemy if he wins.”13 Memoria olvidada’s focus on personal, rather than collective,
memory reflects profound changes in Chilean society since 1973 and the difficulty of
making the past relevant to the present in the contemporary context. But the film
also has another function. As a “memory place,” it may produce a dialogue between
history and the memories of the UP and the 1973 coup. Memoria obstinada may “fan
the spark of hope” of the Allende years and the memory of those who died struggling
to build a socialist society.

By the late 1990s, after almost a decade of democratic rule, La batalla de
Chile had still not been shown in Chilean theaters or on television. After a year of
protracted negotiations, Guzmán received negative responses from the head of the
state-run television station, the only public television channel in Chile, appointed by
the concertación government. Media conglomerates tied to the country’s major
financial groups and right-wing political parties dominate the other stations of open
television.14 Finally, in one of those ironies produced by intensified economic inte-
gration and the globalization of the telecommunications industry, in 1999 and 2000
both La batalla de Chile and Memoria obstinada appeared on television sets in Chile
for the first time. The films were broadcast by SKY, the multinational satellite tele-
vision company, on pay-per-view, and thus became available to only those Chilean
households that could afford satellite dishes.15 In Chile’s neoliberal democracy,
memory and history are subject no longer to the censorship of military dictatorship;
today they are commodities contingent on the vicissitudes of the market and deci-
sions made by multinational corporations. Two years later, two cinemas in Santiago,
including a multiplex belonging to the international Hoyts chain, for one week
showed the entire cycle of Guzmán’s films to full houses composed largely of young
people. Since then the films have not been shown in Chile again.
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